CREATING HOPE.

CHANGING LIVES.

CHALLENGING ALL LIMITS.

I Need a Loving Family!
This is who I am:
Hi, my name is Daniel!* I am a 17-year-old Caucasian boy.
My Hopes and Dreams:
 One day I hope to go to college and major in criminal justice.
 I am also very interested in learning more about business and being an entrepreneur.
My Likes and Interests:
 You won’t catch me inside being a couch potato because I’m always either running around on the basketball court or
at the gym lifting weights!
 During the day, I enjoy spending my time at school in a structured environment where I am best able to apply myself.
 I also really enjoy listening to music; pop and hip-hop music are among my favorite genres!
My Skills and Talents:
 If anyone around me is in a bad mood, my sense of humor is sure to make them turn their frown upside-down.
 I am super resourceful; I can easily convert conventional items into different tools to help me complete whatever task
my mind is set to!
 I have recently found my own sense of independence; so completing tasks on my own is no problem for me.
 Befriending new people is another thing I do really well; I have many friends whom I enjoy spending time with.
My Challenges and Struggles
 While I am very social person, sometimes I might befriend those who are not very good influences on me.
 I’ll always be engaging, however sometimes I struggle to use the right words when expressing my emotions.
 Because I enjoy being independent and helping myself, I don’t routinely take the medication I am prescribed
My Family Will Need:
 To be supportive of fostering new, healthy friendships with my peers.
 To be patient and maintain a calm demeanor even if I am yelling and struggling to stay calm.
 An encouraging attitude to keep me focused on school, even when I am feeling unmotivated.
 To model appropriate relationships and closely monitor my peer relationships to make sure I am surrounded by supportive influences.
 To play an active role in supporting contact with my brothers.

If you are interested in learning more, email foster@littlecity.org or call (855) WE-FOSTER.
[855-933-6783]
*Name has been changed to protect confidentiality

